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Abstract— The increasing penetration of renewable generation
brings a significant escalation of intermittency to the power and
energy system. This variability requires a new degree of flexibility
from the whole system. The active participation of small and
medium players becomes essential in this context. This is only
possible by using adequate forecasting techniques applied both to
the consumption and to generation. However, the large number
of incontrollable factors, such as the presence of consumers in the
building, the luminosity, or external temperature, makes the
forecasting of energy consumption an arduous task. This paper
addresses the electrical energy consumption forecasting problem,
by studying the correlation between the solar radiation and the
electrical consumption of lights. This study is performed by
means of three forecasting methods, namely a multi-layer
perceptron artificial neural network, a support vector regression
method, and a linear regression method. The performed studies
are analyzed using data gathered from a real installation –
campus of the Polytechnic of Porto, in real time.
Index Terms— Artificial Neural Network, Electricity
Consumption, Solar Radiation, Support Vector Regression

I. INTRODUCTION
The power and energy system operation is going through
profound changes [1]. These are mainly due to the increasing
penetration of renewable energy sources, as incentivized e.g. by
the European Union (EU), through the H2020 Energy package
[2]. Another significant change is related to the liberalization
and restructuring of electricity markets [3], and consequent
emergence of a diversity of new players, such as different types
of aggregators [4].
The balance between consumption and generation is a
critical issue when dealing with massive Distributed Generation
(DG) [5]. This balance should take place in offline mode and
also in an online mode. The online mode is when the balance
and decisions take place in real-time. The offline mode takes
the decisions before the event. The use of offline techniques
requires adequate resource forecasting models (i.e.
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consumption and generation). The quality of offline methods is
thereby closely linked to the quality of forecasting methods.
Energy consumption is dependent on several factors (e.g.
weather conditions, annual seasons; consumer behavior, etc.),
which makes its prediction a complex and difficult task [6-9].
Despite its complexity, the electrical consumption forecasting
process should be evaluated in detail and not as a whole to
ensure its full integration into demand response programs.
Demand response programs [10, 11], enable the active
participation of small and medium players. One of the main
goals is to enable this participation autonomously without
harming the comfort of consumers and the efficient operation
of energy services. This autonomy can be quickly achieved if
the consumption forecast is analyzed in detail.
This paper focuses on studying the topic of energy
consumption forecasting, by analyzing the correlation between
consumption and external variable factors. The forecasting of
resources is applied based on data gathered from an office
building that uses a SCADA system. This SCADA system, the
SCADA Office Intelligent Context Awareness Management
(SOICAM), manages the consumption of the building and can
also control HVAC systems [12]. SOICAM also stores the
consumption data in a 10 seconds rate. The consumption data
refers to different devices in separate, and, when not possible,
to groups of loads (e.g. lights, HVAC, sockets), as discussed n
section II. Some SCADA systems are limited regarding the
collected data. They can store and acquire a huge amount of
data. However, in general, this data refers to the system itself
and does not include external variables to the system. In a
forecasting point of view, the context of the data is important in
order to understand the system. For instance, in a residential
house, the data regarding the HVAC consumption is usually
related to the outside temperature.
The main contribution of this paper is the development and
implementation of a forecasting methodology that merges the
data from the SCADA system with external and open data,

such as weather variables. In particular, the consumption from
lights is associated to the solar radiation values. These different
types of data are used by three distinct forecasting methods,
namely, an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [13], a Support
Vector Regression (SVR) [14] and a Linear Regression Model
(RM). Results achieved from this study are compared to those
obtained in previous studies.

Illumination; Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
(HVAC); and electrical sockets. The consumption data is also
stored every 10 seconds. All data is stored in a SQL Server
database, allowing the study of consumption and generation in
GECAD, as well as its management by software agents.

After this introductory section, section II presents the data
infrastructure that supports the presented methods. Section III
presents the used forecasting method, and section IV shows
some achieved results. Finally, section V presents the most
relevant conclusions of this work.
II. DATA INFRAESTRUCTURE
The data used in this study is measured from the campus
buildings of the Research Group on Intelligent Engineering
and Computing for Advanced Innovation and Development
(GECAD) research center located in ISEP/IPP, Porto,
Portugal. Environmental data from the same site is also used,
in specific the environmental temperature [15].
The acquisition of data is performed through the SCADA
(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) Office Intelligent
Context Awareness Management (SOICAM). SOICAM is
implemented in GECAD and the physical installations consist
of four main spaces. Three of these are campus buildings
where GECAD operates. These buildings include several
offices, classrooms, kitchens, and bathrooms. The fourth place
is a laboratorial controlled house. SCADA-House [16] is
located in a GECAD laboratory, and contains a large set of
different loads, normally used in a common house. These loads
are connected to a SCADA management system, which is
controlled by a software agent. Some resources are not
available in our lab, making their physical integration in the
system impossible. In order to overcome this limitation,
OPAL-RT [17] is used to simulate resources that are not
physically available. The integration between OPAL-RT and
the remainder of the system is done through the Java API of
OPAL-RT. Among many other resources, the OPAL-RT
platform simulates wind generators making it possible to
obtain outputs according to their electrical models, which can
also be validated by using the platform capabilities.
Additionally, OPAL-RT is also able to perform real time
simulations of the components, loads and facilities that cannot
be used or simulated in conventional systems. The integration
of real loads in OPAL-RT is possible through the connection
to software agents that represent different players in the
electricity market (e.g. large consumers, large producers, and
aggregators) and players connected to the distribution network
(such as facilities and microgrids). This merge allows using
different methods for management and control of the
distribution network while the real time simulator analyses the
impact of methods in the energy flows and transmission lines.
The GECAD buildings where SOICAM is implemented
cover more than 30 researchers. SOICAM was implemented in
June, 2014, therefore the starting of the historic of data is
referent to this date. The system monitors all the consumption
and generation of GECAD. The generation data (namely solar
and wind based) is stored individually every 10 seconds. The
consumption data is divided by three main types (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1. SOICAM Physical Level architecture [18]

The Physical Level, in Figure 1, is composed by multiple
electrical switchboards with three-phase energy analyzers.
Each phase is used to measure one of the three load groups:
Lighting Group; HVAC Group; and Electrical Sockets Group.
SOICAM is also able to control HVAC systems. This
functionality is only available for one building, affecting 19
researchers. The possible control is only on/off for now. New
hardware is being developed and implemented to allow
individual load management and control. Using refined control
over the load and not only on/off control, the SOICAM
performance and utility is increased. The HVAC control is
done using a digital auxiliary port, built in the energy analyzer,
and a relay (24V/DC to 230V/AC) and a step relay in order to
minimize the impact and deterioration of the relay. Each
building contains a main communication hardware that can be
a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) or a custom built
hardware. The main communication hardware communicates
with the energy analyzers, located in several electrical
switchboards, through RS-485 communication using the
Modbus/RTU protocol. The time step of the measures is
different for each building depending on the communication
hardware (from 10 seconds to 40 seconds).
SOICAM also includes fully simulated players, which
interact with software agents that control real hardware. This
enables the development of a complex system capable of
performing simulations with an agent society that contains
both real infrastructures and simulated players, providing the
means to test alternative approaches in a realistic simulation
environment [12].

III. FORECASTING METHOD
The consumption forecast is carried out by means of a time
series analysis. In this time series of historic data are also
considered other set of parameters used to estimate
consumption. Namely, the solar radiation, day of week, hour
and the consumption in the previous 4 hours are the parameters
that are used to predict the consumption. The selection of the
parameters was carried out by means of the graphics
representation, statistical test and analyzing the prediction
capabilities of different methods.
The considered Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [19, 20]
is characterized as a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
feedforward neural network, receiving as inputs the hour, solar
radiation and four input corresponding to the consumption of 4
previous hours. The output is the consumption forecast for one
hour (in 1, 2, 3 or 4 hours in advance). The basis for this MLP
topology has been presented in [21]. The training scheme of the
MLP follows the structure presented in Figure 2.

where n is the number of input units to neuron j, and wkj is the
weight between neurons k and j. Hence, the input for the
activation function f of a neuron is the weighted sum of outputs
ok of the previous neurons. The used activation function f is the
logistic function, a log-sigmoid function, which can be defined
as in (3) [23]. The activation function, also called the transfer
function, determines the relationship between inputs and
outputs of a node in a network. In general, the activation
function introduces a degree of nonlinearity that is essential for
most ANN applications.
1
1

(3)

The backpropagation algorithm is used as the training
method of the designed artificial neural network. The
backpropagation algorithm includes the following steps [24]:
1.
2.

Initialize weights as small random numbers;
Introduce training data to the ANN and calculate
the output by propagating the input forward
through the network using (2);
3. Calculate the error using (1)
4. Propagate the sensitivities backward through the
network by simply taking the derivative of the
activation function (3) with respect to the network
parameters;
5. Calculate wkj updates;
6. Update the values of wkj;
Repeat steps 2 to 6 until all examples are classified
correctly.
The training of the MLP ANN also incorporates the learning
rate, momentum and bias.

Fig. 2. Artificial Neural Network topology

Backpropagation using the gradient descent method [22]
has been used as training algorithm for the ANN. This requires
calculating the derivative of the squared error function with
respect to the weights of the network. The squared error
function E for the single output neuron is defined as in (1).
(1)
where t is the target output for a training sample, and y is the
actual output of the output neuron.
For each neuron j, its output oj is defined by feedforward
calculation, as in (2).
(2)
1

IV. EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS
This section presents a cases study with the objective of
experimenting and validating the proposed approach to forecast
the electricity consumption. Besides the proposed method,
forecasts are also performed using a Support Vector Regression
(SVR) method, which has been presented in [25], and using a
Linear Regression Method (LM). The inputs and outputs are
defined in the same manner as in the case of MLP.
As a first step before making the prediction of the values,
we proceeded to analyze data visually to determine the
relationship between the parameters. By analyzing the variation
of the lightning consumption throughout the hours, it can be
seen that this relationship is not strong enough, because as can
be seen in Figure 3, the consumption of lights is highly variable
and there is no direct relationship between hours and
consumption. For this reason, it has been determined that it
would be necessary to include more parameters in the
estimation. In Figure 3, each graph corresponds to a hour of
day, the xx axis corresponds to the time, and the yy axis to the
consumption.

Fig. 3. Scatterplots of onsumption per hour
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Additionally, we proceeded to represent the data by a
diagram of boxes, in order to observe the data scattering more
directly. In the boxplot of Figure 4, the xx axis represents the
different hours and the yy axis represents the consumption for
those hours. One can see that the consumption of lighting
changes during the day. From hours 0 to 7 the consumption is
close to zero. The problem is in estimating consumption for
hours 9 to 23, since, as can be seen, the consumption is very
variable.
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Fig. 4. Boxplots of consumption per hour

Fig. 5. Consumption according to the solar radiation and time

Another parameter that has been considered relevant to
estimate consumption of lighting was the sunlight. In order to
determine the relationship between solar radiation and the
consumption, this connection has been analyzed graphically, by
hour, as can be seen from Figure 5.

From Figure 5 it can be concluded that when the radiation
is lower, then the consumption is higher in certain hours. For
this reason, it is noticeable that this parameter may be important
to collect relevant information to help the forecasting process.
Thereby, it has been included in the estimation process.

As can be seen from Figure 6, the best results are for 1 hour
ahead forecast. From this interval onwards, the average error
and the variance increase considerably. The values are detailed
in Table 1, using the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE).

Figure 7 shows the forecasting error, using the different
methods, in different time horizon intervals.

Table 2 presents a Mann-Whitney test with H1: the error in
the row i methods is lower than the error in the column j. With
the statistic analysis presented in Table 2, we can determine that
the method with better results is SVR, hence supporting the
conclusions taken from Figure 7 and from Table 1.
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After analyzing the parameters, the proposed ANN has been
trained using the defined time series. As referred in section 3,
the used input data are: the hour, the solar radiation and four
inputs, corresponding to the consumption of the 4 previous
hours. The output is the consumption forecast for one hour (1,
2, 3 or 4 hours ahead). To feed the training process, 150
patterns, corresponding to the 150 previous hours have been
introduced in the neural network. Once the training process is
concluded, we proceed to calculate the forecasts. In order to
analyze the correct functionality of the ANN, we proceed to
represent the real and predicted value as can be seen in Figure
6. In the same way, we proceed to make the training and the
prediction using the SVR and the LM. The relationship between
the real consumption values and the forecasted data using the
three methods is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 7. Boxplot with the forecast error of the consumption estimated by the
three considered methods, for different time horizons

Table 1. MAPE average estimation error by the different methods for the
different considered time horizons (%)

Time-horizon
Method

1 hour

2 hour

3 hour

4 hour

MLP

7.57

10.04

13.44

16.69

SVR

7.48

9.02

11.40

14.00

LM

7.87

10.33

13.31

16.20

In fact, all three considered methods are also able to achieve
better results than other previously experimented forecasting
approaches. The study presented in [18] has dealt with the
electricity consumption forecast problem using a set of different
ANN based approaches. The comparison of the MAPE
forecasting error achieved by the methods considered in this
paper and achieved from the methods proposed in [18], is
presented in Table 3, for an hour-ahead time horizon. This table
also presents a brief overview of the characteristics of these
ANN, considering the different types of data that are used in the
training process. Namely, Context data, which refers to: hour,
day of the week and hour of work (high, medium and low
permanency in the building); and External data, concerning:
temperature, temperature felt, radiation, precipitation and
humidity.
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Fig. 6. Real consumption vs forecasted values, using the ANN, SVR and LM
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Table 2. Mann-Whitney test results for the three considered forecasting methods

Hour

1

Hour Method

MLP

MLP
1

2

3

4

2
MLP

SVR

LM

MLP

SVR

LM

MLP

SVR

LM

0.98

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.07

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

SVR

0.02

LM

0.99

1.00

MLP

1.00

1.00

1.00

SVR

1.00

1.00

0.99

0.00

LM

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

MLP

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

SVR

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

LM

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

MLP

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

SVR

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.93

1.00

0.00

0.00

LM

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Method

MAPE(%)

ANN_1

16.9

Description
Input: Contextual data
Output (1): Total consumption
Input: Contextual data

ANN_h

15.0

10.3

Outputs (3): Consumption of
HVAC, lights, sockets
Input: Contextual data and
external data
Output: Consumption of HVAC

ANN_l

18.1

Input: Contextual data and
external data
Output: Consumption of lights

ANN_s

12.6

Input: Contextual data and
external data
Output: Consumption of sockets

MLP

7.57

Input: Hour, solar radiation,
consumption
Output: Consumption of lights

SVR

7.48

Input: Hour, solar radiation,
consumption
Output: Consumption of lights

LM

4

LM

Table 3 –MAPE forecasting errors of the methods (%)

ANN_2

3

SVR

7.87

Input: Hour, solar radiation,
consumption
Output: Consumption of lights

0.00
1.00

As summarized by Table 3, all three considered forecasting
methods are able to achieve better forecasting results than all
the other strategies, for a hour-ahead consumption forecast.
Thereby, the proposed methods prove to be an adequate
solution for forecasting energy consumption in buildings.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The variability of energy consumption, especially due to a
large number of incontrollable factors, such as the presence of
consumers in the building, or external temperature, makes the
forecasting of energy consumption an arduous task.
This paper addresses the electrical energy consumption
forecasting problem, by using a data set gathered from a real
installation, in real time. This physical site, located in the
campus of the School of Engineering of the Polytechnic of
Porto, provides a set of different types of data, which may be
used for distinct analysis processes. In this paper, the
correlation between the solar radiation and the electrical
consumption of lights is studied. This study is performed by
means of three forecasting methods, namely a multi-layer
perceptron artificial neural network, a support vector regression
method, and a linear regression method. These methods are fed
with the historic consumption data and with the corresponding
solar radiation data, in order to enable the methods to take extra
information from the relationship between the data series, with
the objective of improving the forecasting quality.
The achieved results are compared with those obtained by
other methods, previously used to forecast the energy
consumption using the same data. The comparison of these
results indicated that the proposed methods are able to achieve
a lower forecasting error. This allows concluding that the
correlation between the consumption of lights and the solar
radiation is fact, valid, and advantageous for the forecasting
process.
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